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Dear Parents and Guardians
While the 20th Century heralded significant changes within which secondary schools
operated in, the pace of change has accelerated exponentially in the 21st Century. The
digitalisation of the world has created a need for a paradigm shift in our approach to
education. Respected New Zealand educationalist, Mark Treadwell, argues persuasively
that education has reached a critical point and believes the new paradigm for education will
be based around the technology of the internet and for the first time will embrace a
personalised approach to learning.
As a school, St Paul’s have put a huge investment in bringing its infrastructure up to a sector
leading level – rewiring the school, developing campus-wide wireless access, introducing a
visualised server system, data projectors in every classroom and upgraded the quality and
speed of computers that students have access to. In conjunction, we have invested
significantly into staff professional development on the use of ICT in teaching and learning
and supplied all of our teachers with a laptop and in addition many with an iPad over the past
couple of years. Directly as a result of these initiatives, the use of ICT in lessons and by our
students has grown exponentially.

Joint 2012 School Dux prize awarded to:
Belinda Pedersen and Olivia Thompson

We believe we are well prepared and ready for
the paradigm shift in learning posed by the implementation of a 1:1 programme – provision of
access to every student in a Year level to a digital device that enables them access to the
internet and School based documentation and information system (intranet) at any time.
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To this end, our Year 9 students in 2013 will be required to bring to school on a daily
basis, an iPad. This iPad will be for third formers, their internet companion device.
Our third formers will find that they will extensively use an online learning management
system (i.e. Moodle) as part of their teaching and learning next year and beyond. The iPad
will become the main form of content delivery for our students and they will use this
electronic learning tool for:





Communication such as email, blogs and wiki and to submit work on PDF files and to
receive written, visual and oral feedback.
Collaboration: to access and discuss information that they have found through the
internet.
Critical Thinking: to critically evaluate the reliability and useability of the information that
they find.
Creativity to present information in audio, video, text or image format.

Why an iPad?
We looked at a variety of digital devices, but felt the size; portability; battery life; start-up/logoff features; relatively low cost compared to a laptop; the emphasis on accessibility to the
internet; low cost apps; it’s a touch-screen device; its automatic save feature; and its
relatively closed operating system; made the iPad the most attractive learning tool for a St
Paul’s Year 9 boy.
Staff who will be teaching Year 9 students next year have been provided with extensive
professional development on iPad use. Realistically, many of our teachers will find that the
‘digitalisation’ in their classrooms will require a greater knowledge of technical features of the
device (i.e. our survey of Year 8 new entrants found 30% already had access to or had
extensively used an iPad and so a feature of third form classes next year will be peer
interaction and support offered between students). There is no doubt that the iPad will
increase engagement in classes.
However, what will not change is the important role that teachers will play in the learning that
occurs in our junior classrooms. iPads may become integral to the learning activities, but it is
the traditional skills and rapport of our classroom practitioners that will continue to play a
crucial role in the direction of the learning and ultimate engagement in lessons.
The parents of the 2013 third formers have had an opportunity to discuss the use of iPads in
classes next year and have been provided with supporting literature. For students at Years
10 to 13, the implementation of a 1:1 digital device for Year 9 should not in any way put
pressure on the parents of older students to follow suit. The school currently provides
students with access to 300 desktop devices in areas such as the Library, computer
laboratories, and in mini-labs in areas such as Media Studies and the Art faculties. A
significant number of our existing senior students have in the past, and will continue to opt to
purchase and use a laptop, Netbook, Tablet that meets their needs for the curriculum they
are pursuing. We would not support the parents of Year 10 to 13 students going out and
purchasing their son/daughter an iPad. Yes, it may be useful for your students learning, but
a senior student may need more than just an internet companion. They might, more
appropriately, need the bigger keyboard of a laptop or the industry software and machine
requirements for Art Design fulfilled by an iBook.
Our belief is that the iPad will meet about 90-95% of the daily technology needs of our Year 9
students. We believe that this move in learning and teaching is an exciting initiative for St
Paul’s Collegiate and will prepare our students superbly for the challenges of future Global
Citizenship.
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STAFF NEWS
Farewell to our Business Manager, Mr Ian Bridge
November saw the school community farewell Mr Ian Bridge who had been St Paul’s
Collegiate School’s Business Manager since 2002. Mr Bridge arrived at the school having
held various senior financial roles in the New Zealand Dairy group of companies for just over
20 years. His financial accounting, analytical skills, and experience in Project Management,
proved very valuable assets for St Paul’s. Highly qualified, with a Masters in Business
Administration and having played an active role in the Institute of Chartered Accountants and
the Institute of Management, we were indeed fortunate to secure the services of someone of
Mr Bridge’s calibre, to take charge of the school’s finances and resources over the past
decade.
St Paul’s is a complicated operation, with a number of business entities – School shop (Great
Oaks Trading Company Limited); Investment and Fundraising arm (Great Oaks Holding
Company Limited); its involvement in forestry (Honikiwi and Boston Forests) and its
Foundation; let along the normal day to day role of running a school’s financial operation –
especially one that has both day and boarding students and operates on two campuses
(Hamilton and Tihoi). Add to this, a school roll which has fluctuated from 631 in 2002, to 653
in 2004, down to 565 in 2009 and then to the record levels of 670 in 2012, as well as the
impact of a long and hard-hitting recession and it is recognised that Mr Bridge’s tenure has
not been without its challenges.
In the “Venture in Faith” book, written by Mr Bruce Hamilton, it states about Mr Ian Bridge,
“his mastery of the maze of figures is impressive … he saved the school many thousands of
dollars by his renegotiation of contracts and can take much of the credit for the developments
achieved”.
One of these developments which was dear to Mr Bridge’s heart was the physical
improvements to the Tihoi campus. An outdoors man himself and an accomplished skier, Mr
Bridge played a crucial role in upgrading the old mill houses and staff residences; as well as
shifting the Admin block from the site of the current Sports Centre in Hamilton down to Tihoi;
the construction of the Gallagher Dining Room; the installation of a new ecologically friendly
sewage plant and the fibre-optic connection down at Tihoi.
On the Hamilton campus, the new Sports Centre; the Hockey Astro-turf; the newly
redeveloped Old Collegians Pavilion; expansion and renovation of the Dining Room; Clark
and Sargood Boarding House redevelopments, and the Management Centre upgrade have
had crucial input from Mr Ian Bridge.
As a school, we have been able to rely on Mr Bridge’s superb financial skills and his
knowledge of property management; huge work ethic; loyalty and discretion; superb people
skills and his strong set of Christian values.
We are hugely indebted to Ian Bridge for the outstanding commitment that he has made to St
Paul’s over the past decade. We wish him and his wife Ruth, all the best in their retirement.
Ian has been a superb man to work alongside and has made a magnificent contribution to
the school, which we thank him for.
Mr Gary Henley-Smith named as World Youth Champs Team Leader
Athletics New Zealand has appointed Mr Gary Henley-Smith as the Team Leader for the
New Zealand Youth Track and Field team for the IAAF World Youth Championships in
Donetsk, Ukraine in July 2013. Mr Henley-Smith has extensive international experience as a
coach and athlete, having won the 100m and 200m sprint double at the New Zealand
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championships in 1983. He represented New Zealand on the relay team at the 1990
Commonwealth Games and was the coach for the New Zealand men’s relay team in 19992000.
He was a coach on the New Zealand team at the recent Oceania Regional Track and Field
Championships in Cairns, Australia.
Athletics New Zealand’s High Performance Director, Mr Scott Goodman stated he was
pleased with the appointment of Henley-Smith. “It’s reassuring to have someone with Gary’s
experience and passion involved with one of our important development teams”.
It should be noted that the IAAF World Youth Championship records for the 400m and 800m
for the athletes 17 or under is faster than New Zealand’s National Record for senior men.
As the latest generation of athletes aged 17 or under look forward to next season’s eighth
IAAF World Youth Championships in the Ukrainian city of Donetsk, there is already a rich list
of those who have gone before them to provide inspiration for their ambition.
Since this event began in Bydgoszcz in 1999, a generation of athletes has progressed
through it to the highest levels of the sport. The 200m championship record, for instance, is
held by one Usain Bolt, who ran 20.40sec as a 16 year old – into a minus 1.1mps headwind
– to earn gold at Sherbrooke in 2003.
Four years after Bolt’s 200m flourish, another hugely talented sprinter made his mark on the
IAAF World Youth Championships – a 14 year old from Grenada named Kirani James. At
the 2007 World Youth Championships in Ostrava, this youngster earned a silver medal in the
400m and the following year he recorded the fastest 400m ever run by a 15 year old as he
took the World Junior title in 45.70. He is now the current IAAF World Champion and
Olympic Champion.
New Zealand’s own Jacko Gill and Valerie Adams New Zealand’s current Olympic
Champion, are both former world youth shot put champions.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
SENIOR STUDENTS GAIN PRESTIGIOUS TERTIARY SCHOLARSHIPS
We are very proud of the significant number of senior students who have been awarded
prestigious tertiary scholarships, which will help fund their University studies in 2013 and
beyond.
University of Waikato – Sir Edmund Hillary Scholarship:
Aaron Keppler, Jonathan Eyers and Scott Hilliar – These prestigious and highly
competitive scholarships saw 300 Year 13 students apply for 40 scholarships. Applicants
are assessed for excellence in sport or creative and Performing Arts, leadership and
academic achievement. Hillary Scholars receive a full fees scholarship, as well as other
support up to the value of $50,000 for their time at Waikato.
University of Auckland – Entrance Scholarships:
Rongrong (Linda) Lin – Jubilee award worth $2,000 per annum over three years of study.
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Belinda Pedersen – Faculty of Engineering Undergraduate Scholarship worth $2,000.
University of Otago – Entrance Scholarships:
Charlotte Dumble – Leaders of Tomorrow Scholarship valued at $5,000 per annum for three
years.
Maia Tapsell – Maori and Pacific Island Entrance Scholarship - $10,000 for her first year of
study.
Olivia Thompson – University of Otago Dux Scholarship valued at $5,000 for the first year
of Tertiary study.
Waikato Institute of Technology:
David Johnstone Charitable Trust Scholarships were awarded to Nick McGuire-Holcroft
- $5,000 for the first year of his Bachelor of Teaching course and Louise Ford - $5,000 for
the first year of a Bachelor of Science course.
IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE IN REGIONAL CHEMQUEST
St Paul’s once again exhibited their strength in Chemistry by regaining the annual Waikato
University
Chemistry
trophy.
The
competition
was an exciting
and fiery quiz.
Questions
ranged
from
explosive fire
and brimstone
detonations
through
to
music
and
smell.
Twenty-three
schools
from
the
Waikato
and Bay of
Plenty regions
entered a total
of 66 teams.
The St Paul’s team named ‘Knights of the hexagonal table with alternating double bonds’
(aka Benzene) comfortably cleaned out the competition, winning for themselves $150 each,
medals and the ‘James and Wells’ trophy. This is the third successive year that a St Paul’s
team has won this prestigious Chemistry competition. Our congratulations go to: Paul
Newton-Jackson, Hannah Clare and Mark Davis.
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YEAR 10 ENTERPRISE STUDIES STUDENTS EXCEL
On 30th November, the second semester Enterprise Studies students held their Product
Launch in the Dining Room. Each group started with an infomercial and then buyers were
welcome to shop at the various tables set up around the room. Products on offer included
Christmas trees, organic cleaning products, bird houses, vintage cushions, candles and the
ever popular wooden chopping blocks. Some groups managed to sell out on the night and
others are now selling leftover products at local markets and online. The night was the
culmination of two terms work and for our Year 10 students provides a taste of commercial
studies such as Economics and Accounting to follow in the Senior School.
JUNIOR CORE CLASS PLACINGS
At the Junior Graduation Ceremony, held on Monday, 3rd December, we recognised overall
first, second and third placings in each of the junior core classes. The summary of the top
three placings includes:
YEAR 9
AD

Subject
st

1

English

nd

2

3rd

1st
Mathematics

nd

2

3rd
1st

Science

st

1
Social
Studies

MH

NC

HJ

GJ

Tully
Dickson

Jimmy
Christey

Andre
Ofsoski

Conor
Fuller

Hayden
Trow

Blair
Foster

Nathan
Cleaver

Suvarn
Naidoo

Michail
Andreef

Tom
Yarrall

Sahil
Patel

Sebastian
Day

Cole
Lucas

Craig
Stocker

Craig
Scott
Michael
Weir
Craig
Scott

Jamie
BickfordSmith
Cameron
Smale

Sahil
Patel

Vincent
Lu

Hayden
Trow

Hugh
Jackson

Tully
Dickson

James
Krippner

Suvarn
Naidoo

Victor Ye

Kenan
Grant

Blair
Foster
=Tully
Dickson
=Blair
Foster

Matthew
Sweet
James
Krippner

Andre
Ofsoski
Andre
Ofsoski

Harry
Porritt
Vincent
Lu

Jamie
BickfordSmith
Ben
O’Sullivan
Hayden
Trow

Craig
Scott

Suvarn
Naidoo

Michail
Andreef

Kenan
Grant

Craig
Stocker

Jimmy
Christey

Sahil
Patel

Conor
Fuller

James
BickfordSmith
Cameron
Smale

Blair
Foster

Michael
Weir

Andre
Ofsoski

Michail
Andreef

Hayden
Trow

Matthew
Begbie

James
Krippner

Nicholas
Hansen

Vincent
Lu

Jamie
BickfordSmith

Cole
Lucas

2nd
3rd

RD

Ben
2nd Russell
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= Hugh
Jackson
= Fintan
Cooper

Angus
Kelly
Hugh
Jackson

Fintan
Cooper

3rd

=Tully
Dickson
=Tom
Yarrall

Campbell
Massey

Suvarn
Naidoo

Conor
Fuller

Ben
O’Sullivan

=Fintan
Cooper
=Kenan
Grant

YEAR 10
BH1

LW1

MG1

Hugo
Brown

Kerwan
Rose

Sam
Goodey

Marcus
Ground

Andrew
Finlayson

Joseph
Belcaster

3rd

Lachlan
Lee

Scott
Spence

Rjinder
Randhawa

1st

James
Morritt

Jonathan
Mayer

Rajiv
Belling

Hugo
Brown

Andrew
Finlayson

= Dillon
Kelliher
=
Matthew
Stewart

Marcus
Ground

William
Te Tomo

Hugo
Brown
Marcus
Ground
= James
Morritt
= Walter
Tso
Marcus
Ground

Andrew
Finlayson
Jonathan
Mayer
Khalid
Raza

Joseph
Belcaster
Corban
Batters
Dillon
Kelliher

Jonathan
Mayer

Hugo
Brown

Kerwan
Rose

Matthew
Fielding

Scott
Spence

Subject
1st

BH2
=Connor
Gyde
=
Nonthiwat

LW2

MG2

Alex
Winkelmann

Ryan
Steer

= Marc
Bradford
= Sam
Treloar

Luke
Mickell

Seehamart

English

2nd

2nd
Mathematics

3rd

Anthony
ChilcottParker
Daniel
Davis

Ezekiel
Gibbs
Joshua
Voigt

Callan
Buchanan

Connor
Gyde

Tanakhan
Turapongpipat

Kiel
Griffiths

=Stephen
Joe
=
Nonthiwat

Benjamin
Dobbe

=Dean
Fullerton
=Ezekiel
Gibbs

Stephen
Joe
Robert
Simmonds
Connor
Gyde

Scott Mitchell

Callan
Buchanan
Ryan
Steer
Luke
Mickell

Corban
Batters

Nonthiwat

Alex
Winkelmann

Pete Smit

= Adam
McCarthy
=
Simranjit
Singh

Connor
Gyde

Joshua Voigt

Ezekiel
Gibbs

Stephen
Joe

Samuel
Treloar

Luke
Mickell

Seehamart
st

1

2nd
Science
rd

3

1st

Social
Studies

2nd

3rd
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Joshua Voigt
Jamie King

ICAS SCIENCE RESULTS
This year, St Paul’s had 106 students enter the ICAS Science competition, which is a onehour multi-choice examination requiring students to use their Science knowledge, reasoning
and interpreting skills to determine the answers to 50 resourced based questions.
St Paul’s had 106 students compete across Year 9 to Year 13, against over 10,000 students
in New Zealand.
Our students achieved above the national average at all year levels.
Fifty-five students will receive participation certificates and a further 47 students who
achieved in the top 25% in New Zealand will be receiving Credit certificates.
Twelve students who achieved in the top 10% in New Zealand received Distinction
certificates and six students who achieved in the top 1% received High Distinction
certificates.
Year 9
Results:

Entries:
St Paul’s – 42
Participation Certificates = 26

NZ Wide – 4956
Credit = 12
Distinction = 4

Matthew Sweet

Distinction

Top 6%

James Krippner
Jimmy Christey
Craig Scott

Distinction
Distinction
Distinction

Top 4%
Top 4%
Top 3%

Year 10
Results:

Entries:
St Paul’s – 25
Participation Certificates = 9
High Distinction = 2

Thomas Goodwin
Stefan Andreef
Marcus Ground
Hugh Brown
James Morritt
Walter Tso
Michael Torrance
Year 11
Results:

Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
High Distinction
High Distinction

Entries:
St Paul’s – 8
Participation Certificates = 3

Joseph Chen
Year 12
Results:

Distinction
Entries:
St Paul’s – 17
Participation Certificates = 11
High Distinction = 2

Paul Newton-Jackson
Mark Davis
Sheng Cao
Chris Whiteley
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35/45
answers correct
36/45
36/45
37/45

NZ Wide – 4429
Credit = 9
Distinction = 5

Top 8%
Top 8%
Top 6%
Top 6%
Top 3%
Top 1%
Top 1%

35/45
35/45
36/45
36/45
38/45
40/45
40/45

NZ Wide – 1667
Credit = 4
Distinction = 1
Top 3%

37/45

NZ Wide – 815
Credit = 2
Distinction = 2

Top 7%
Top 4%
Top 1%
Top 1%

St Paul’s Collegiate School

36/45
37/45
39/45
40/45

Year 13
Results:

Entries:
St Paul’s – 14
Participation Certificates = 6
High Distinction = 2

Charlotte Dumble
Conor Robson

High Distinction
High Distinction

NZ Wide – 567
Credit = 6

Top 1%
Top 1%

41/45
41/45

AUSTRALIAN MATHEMATICS COMPETITION
The 2012 Australian Mathematics Competition was sat by hundreds of thousands of students
from over forty countries. Eighty-six students from St Paul’s entered this competition on 2nd
August, with 54% gaining a Credit certificate or better. Overall there were 24 Credit, 19
Distinction and four High Distinction certificates awarded.
Distinction award is for the top 15% and below are the 19 students from St Paul’s who
gained this certificate:
Year 9

Tom Yarrall
Oliver Soar
James Krippner
Joshua McClay
Sam Bowden

85 Percentile Rank
85
86
89
92

Year 10

Nonthiwat Seehamart
Connor Gyde
Stephen Joe

87 Percentile Rank
93
96

Year 11

Youngmin Goo
Joseph Chen
Jordan Ogilvy

95 Percentile Rank
95
96

Year 12

Antonia Anda
Tie Temboonsak
Sharleen Lu
Sam Woolerton
Andrew Huang
Christopher Whiteley

76 Percentile Rank
78
83
87
91
94

Year 13

Charlotte Dumble
Linda Lin

82 Percentile Rank
88

High Distinction is for the top 2%, for which the following four students received their
certificates:
Year 9

Craig Scott
100 Percentile Rank
Craig also received a Prudence Award for achieving the School’s
highest number of consecutive correct answers

Year 12

Sheng Cao

99 Percentile

Year 13

Belinda Pedersen
Conor Robson

98 Percentile
99 Percentile
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ICAS ENGLISH DISTINCTION CERTIFICATES
The following students received Distinction certificates in the ICAS English competition:
Year 10

Marcus Ground
James Ashenden
Hugo Brown
Daniel Davis
Tim Husband-Dravitzki
Lachlan Lee
Walter Tso
Alex Winkelmann

Top 5% of Year 10 participants in NZ
Top 11%
Top 11%
Top 11%
Top 7%
Top 9%
Top 9%
Top 7%

Year 11

Taylor Deakin
Jordan Ogilvy

Top 8% of Year 11 participants in NZ
Top 11%

Year 12

Sam Woolerton
Paul Newton-Jackson
Hannah Clare
William Heald

Top 8% of Year 12 participants in NZ
Top 3%
Top 4%
Top 8%

Year 13

Christopher Whiteley

Top 10% of Year 13 participants in NZ

2012 UNIVERSITY OF OTAGO JUNIOR MATHEMATICS COMPETITION
This contest was sat on 6th April with 173 schools taking part. The results were:
Merit Award winners (over the 90th Percentile):
Year 9
Year 11

James Hay
Craig Scott
Jordan Ogilvy

Top 200 Award:

Top 100 Award:

Year 9

Year 9
Year 10
Year 11

Year 10

James Krippner
Craig Stocker
Daniel Davis
Connor Gyde
Stephen Joe
Ruy Maldonado

Matthew Sweet
Marcus Ground
Youngmin Goo

AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATES
The Australian Council for Educational Research each year organises the Assessment of
Language Competence Certificates which are aimed at second language learners and are
designed to celebrate and enhance the learning of languages in Australia, New Zealand and
the Asia-Pacific region. Each year approximately 6000 students sit the Level 1 French
Certificate, about 5000 sit Level 2 French and about 3000 sit Level 3 French.
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This year, there were some standout performances by St Paul’s students:
In Level 1 French Certificate, Sam Masterson, Youngmin Goo, Alex Jackson gained
Distinction. An award of Distinction places those students in the top 15% of all students who
sat the exam this year.
In the Level 2 Certificate, Fiona Thorp and Sheng Cao gained High Distinction in both the
Listening and Reading sections. This placed them in the top 10% of all students sitting the
exam this year.
In the Level 3 Certificate, Rosie Searle gained High Distinction in both the Listening and
Reading sections; Belinda Pedersen gained Distinction and Robert Carmichael gained
Credit.
Well done and congratulations to all these students.
TOP QUALITY YEAR 9 SCIENCE – GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES RESEARCH REPORTS
All Year 9 students completed a Global Perspectives report on Health and Disease in
Science. This required the collection of information and processing to write a 1500 word
report that analyses information from a personal, national and international perspective.
Students gathered their information from various sources, such as contacting students
overseas through the Values Exchange and wrote a personal evaluation of their research.
The following students were rewarded for the extremely high quality of their reports with the
presentation of an Excellence Certificate:









Craig Scott
James Krippner
Seb Ellice
Andre Ofsoski
Hayden Trow
Conor Fuller
Tully Dickson
Blair Foster

CULTURAL PARTICIPATION
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS IN NZ ARIA COMPETITION
Jonathan Eyers and Ross Noble (both Year 13) did outstandingly well in the New Zealand
Aria competition held in Rotorua over 26th – 28th October. The NZ Aria is a national vocal
competition which attracts a large number of singers from around the country who are keen
to showcase their talents to international judges. Jonathan and Ross entered both the 16-18
year and 16-21 year classes, singing in nine and eight classes respectively – making for a
busy and demanding weekend.
In the 16-18 section, they both sang in four classes, with Jonathan gaining three first places
and Ross gaining a second and a third placing. As a result of impressive consistency,
Jonathan won the NZ Aria trophy for this section.
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In the 16 – 21 year section, competing against many talented University students, several of
who were also involved in the adult NZ Aria competition, Jonathan gained one first placing
and Ross a highly-commended. While in the 14-21 year old Duet class, Ross and Jonathan
sang a complex duet by Donizette from the comic opera, Don Pasquale and were placed first
in their class, with the judge describing them as clear winners.
We greatly appreciate the support of voice coach, Mr Ian Campbell (respected Itinerant
singing teacher) and Mr Francis Cowan (accompanist) in helping these two talented young
men achieve their singing potential.
St Paul’s singing sensations – Jonathan Eyers (left)
and Ross Noble (right) – finish the year in style.

JUNIOR CULTURAL COLOURS
At the final School Assembly of the year, Junior Cultural Colours were awarded to the
following students:
Choir

Hayden Trow, Ethan Kimpton, Conor Fuller, Andre Ofsoski

Drama

William Kenna, Aaron Parkinson, Taylor Deakin, Jasper Hankins,
Sean Vartiainen, Daniel Johnson, Aditya Sakalkale, Evie McHugh

Film

David Tharratt

Music

Finn McDonald, Romke Hoogstra, Hakan Asici, Andre Ofsoski, Conor
Fuller, Robert Simmons, Josh Voigt, Callan Buchanan, Jack Oliver
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SENIOR CULTURAL COLOURS
At the Sports and Cultural Awards ceremony, the following students received their Cultural
Colours:
CHOIR
DANCE
DRAMA
FILM
MUSIC

PRODUCTION
SERVICE TO ARTS
SERVICE TO MUSIC
SERVICE TO CULTURE

Ebony Tapara, Rosie Searle, Jonathan Eyers, Ross Noble,
Harrietanne Embling
Harrietanne Embling, Aaron Crow, Patrice Forgeson
David Rooney, Ryan McIntyre, Jasper Hankins,
Brenna Cockrem
Jamiee Hugo
Paul Newton-Jackson, Luke David, Sam Armstrong,
Alastair Carmichael, Olivia Thompson, Jonathan Eyers,
Rosie Searle, Nina Lee, Fiona Thorp, Patrice Forgeson
David Rooney, Ross Noble, Sam Armstrong, Jonathan Eyers,
Harrietanne Embling, Rosie Searle, Holly Ho
Cailean Poole, Jessica Elliott, Liam Buchanan,
Sam Armstrong, Theo Macdonell
Jonathan Eyers
David Rooney

THE GUMMER GAVEL:
For excellence in Debating

Winner:

Liam Buchanan

THE JANET COLE CUP:
Winner:
For excellence in the Performing Arts

Jonathan Eyers

THE RODNEY HAMEL CUP:
Winner:
For the most significant contribution to Culture

Sam Armstrong

OTHER CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS







Ryan McIntyre (Year 13) was successful in gaining placement in both the Unitec Screen
and Stage course and at the New Zealand Drama School, Toi Whakaari. For Toi
Whakaari there were 450 applications for just 18 places.
Individually, Ryan’s
achievements are impressive, but to gain places in both institutions is a real credit to the
creative talent that he possesses.
Harrietanne Embling competed in the National Dance Sport Championship (Ballroom
dancing) and won a New Zealand title in the Level 1 New Vogue and made it to the finals
in the standard and Latin American – placed 5th in both categories. Harrietanne has
worked extremely hard on her dancing this year and should be justifiably proud of her
New Zealand title and selection for all three finals. Harrietanne is competing in the World
Championships later in the year.
Belinda Pedersen and Hannah Clare passed their Grade 5 examinations on the Flute for
the Association Board of Royal Schools Music examinations.
The Waikato Branch of the Registered Music Teachers of New Zealand conducted its
annual scholarship performances on August 25th in Hamilton, from which:
 Christopher Whiteley won the award for the Bonnie Scott Intermediate Piano
Scholarship
 Alexandria Ashford won the award for the Henry Cook Senior Music Scholarship
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Speech teacher, Mrs Karen Johnson, has supported four of our students in studying
Trinity Guildhall examinations this year, with excellent results:
 Jasper Hankins gaining Grade 3 with Merit
 Sean Vartiainen gaining Grade 4 with Merit
 Thomas Wilson gaining a Performers Certificate with Merit
 Daniel Johnson gaining Grade 6 with Distinction
Congratulations from Mrs Roslyn Cunnington and the School community to the following
students for their achievements in the recent Speech New Zealand examinations. A
fantastic effort.
 Taylor Deakin - Honours
 Billee van Beek – Honours
 Jack Glasson – Honours
 Dominic Nathan – Merit
 Tom Schicker – Merit Plus
 Sam Goodey – Merit Plus

SPORTING ENDEAVOURS
CAMERON VOYKOVICH SELECTED FOR NEW ZEALAND SWIMMING TEAM
Cameron Voykovich (Year 12) was selected to be a member of the Swimming New Zealand
team to race in the Trans-Tasman Open Water Championship held in Sydney from 30th
November to 6th December. As part of his selection, he was invited to attend a four-day
camp with the Australian team at the conclusion of the event. Cam is the first swimmer from
the newly established St Paul’s Swimming Club to represent New Zealand and the first
swimmer from the School for a number of years to represent his country at this level.
JACOB ROBB SELECTED IN THE NZSS U19 SOCCER SQUAD
Jacob Robb (Year 12) was selected in the New Zealand Secondary Schools’ U19 Football
squad, of 24 players being considered for selection to tour the United Kingdom and Ireland in
April/May 2013. Jacob was one of only four players chosen from the Waikato region to
attend a training camp from January 21st – 23rd in Auckland early next year. A talented and
dedicated Soccer player, we are very proud of Jacob’s selection as one of the top 24 young
Footballers in the country.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN THE NATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS TRACK AND FIELD
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN DUNEDIN
Seventeen students and three staff from St Paul’s Collegiate boarded the plane in Auckland
to fly down to Dunedin on Friday 7th December for a weekend of competition at the New
Zealand Secondary Schools’ Track and Field and Road Championships. This athletics
meeting is the major track and field competition for secondary school students and 1,300
athletes were entered to compete in various events this year.
To reach a final at this level is a major accomplishment and it is the result of many hours of
training to achieve such a feat. The St Paul’s athletes had made this commitment to train and
the coaches had set a goal of five medals for the team. There had been difficulty in the build
up with a number of athletes having to manage troublesome injuries but the coaches of the
team believed the goal was attainable. The team did not disappoint and came away as one
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of the most successful teams in St Paul’s history at this event. Some of the statistics from the
meeting include:





Ten of the team came away with medals
Two of the team were named in the NZ Schools’ team selected from the meeting
One of the team was selected to represent New Zealand at the Australia Youth
Olympic Festival to be held in Sydney in January
Five other members (not including medal winners) of the team reached a final

Tom Smith and Scott Hilliar had the standout performances, of an extremely successful
team. Tom Smith won the Senior Boys 400m in 48.71 seconds. He was also a member of
the Senior Boys 4 x 400m relay team that placed second and the 4 x 100m relay team that
placed third. He was selected as part of the New Zealand team to attend the Australia Youth
Olympic Festival. This is a competition that will have 30 nations participating in 17 events
and the aim is to provide an Olympic experience for the 1,700 athletes competing at it. Just
to finish off an impressive weekend Tom was also selected in the New Zealand Schools’
team based on his performance in Dunedin.
Scott Hilliar was our other individual Gold medal winner. He ran a fantastic race to win the
Senior Boys 800m in a new school record time of 1:52.05. He, like Tom, was also a member
of our Senior Boys 4 x 400m relay team that earned Silver. Scott was also selected into the
New Zealand Schools’ team based on his performance.
James Hunt was not far
behind these two in his
performances as he came
away from the meeting with
four medals. He placed 3rd
in the Senior Boys 110m
Hurdles and Open Boys
300m Hurdles and he was
a member of both medal
winning relay teams.
Jonty Rae was our other
individual medal winner as
he placed 3rd to Tom in the
Senior Boys 400m. He also
ran a strong final leg in the
4 x 400m relay which saw
him competing shoulder to
shoulder, stride for stride
with
Sacred
Heart
James Hunt shows off his form
(Auckland) and Wanganui
Collegiate over the final 100m. Jonty was able to pull away from the Collegiate runner, but a
strong final surge from the Sacred Heart athlete saw our team finish 2 nd by three tenths of a
second.
Our 4 x100m relay teams showed how important good changes are in this event. The
practice pre-competition paid off for the junior team of Tom Yarrall, Joel Taylor, Ryan
Ballantyne and Jackson Morgan especially, as they claimed 3rd by two hundredths of a
second from the team that placed 4th. Sean Henley-Smith and Bennet Rogers showed how
important relay experience is with their contributions in the Senior Boys 4 x 100m relay, as
they each had important parts to play in both qualifying and the final. These two athletes
combined well with James Hunt and Tom Smith to again ensure that St Paul’s came away
15
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from the meeting with three relay medals. It should be noted that in the last seven years
St Paul’s has won a staggering 18 medals in relays, a feat that is unlikely to be
matched by many other schools.
The success of the team can’t only be measured in medals as the following athletes also
made finals or performed at their best:










Katelyn Matthews Senior Girls 800m 7th
Laura McKenna Senior Girls 200m 8th
Rebecca Foster Senior Girls 400m 8th
Ryan Ballantyne Junior Boys 400m 8th; Junior Boys Shot Put 13th
Jackson Morgan Junior Boys Shot Put 12th; Junior Boys Discus 10th
Jack Davies Junior Boys 3000m 14th
Jack Tatton Open Boys 2000m Steeplechase 12th
Ezra Berridge Senior Boys Road Race 46th
Jordan Sanders Senior Boys High Jump 19th

Athletics continues to be incredibly strong in the school and there are enough signs to
indicate that this will continue into the foreseeable future.
The coaches would also like to thank the athletes families for the support they have shown
the team over the year and in Dunedin particularly. A fantastic overall medal haul for the
team of two Gold, a Silver and five Bronzes - A testimony to the skill and ability of the
coaches and the talent and dedication of the participants.
JUNIOR SOFTBALLERS FIFTH IN NEW ZEALAND
Our Junior Softball side competed for just the second time in the NZSS Junior boys’ Softball
Tournament. This year the Tournament was hosted at Colquhoun Park in Palmerston North
between 26th – 29th November.
With a squad of twelve Year 9 and 10 students, playing a demanding schedule of two threehour games per day; in pool play the team had two wins against Feilding High School (4-3)
and Hato Paora College (12-2); and three losses against Hastings Boys’ High School (3-13),
St Patrick’s College, Silverstream (4-9) and St Peter’s Auckland (2-12); before playing
eventual Tournament winner, Hastings Boys’ High School in the quarter finals (lost 2-9) and
defeating Feilding High School in the play-off for 5th and 6th place.
Wade Paniora (pitcher) and Isaac Van der Vossen (catcher) came up huge at the dish and
on the rubber. Wade was in control in the circle and Isaac organised the games from behind
the plate.
Others to play well, especially at the plate, were Ben McColgan and Jonathan Bloor who
both proved punishing hitters in their own right and worked hard in the field to be a very
formidable combination in the infield. The surprise package of the tournament was impact
player Vincent Lu who fooled the opposition with his deceptive size before crushing them into
submission with his batting prowess and stealth around the bases.
Tawhiri Cruickshank showed his value as a reserve pitcher holding the eventual tournament
champions, Hastings Boys’ to only three runs in the first three innings of that match. He also
showed a keen eye as our lead-off batter and often got on base to put pressure on the
fielding team.
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Jack Gordon, Connor Joyce and Zeek Gibbs are all developing the necessary skills to be
good out-fielders and showed that they could be relied on under the high ball.
Logan Fortescue showed his speed and tenacity as the team’s best base runner and was
unlucky not to score more runs for the team as his best turns at bat were thwarted by
individual brilliance in the field by the opposition.
The youngest members of the team; Harrison Newdick and Andre Ofsoski learned some
valuable lessons about playing at this level and will return better players for it at next year’s
tournament.
As a team, they can be very proud of their efforts and this result stands them in good stead
looking forward to the Division B senior boys’ nationals next year in March.
Isaac Van der Vossen was selected as the MVP of the whole Tournament for St Paul’s.
FANTASTIC RESULT IN TOUGH REGIONAL INTER-SCHOOL MOTORCROSS EVENT
Five boys from St Paul’s ventured out in the wet and cold on Thursday, 18th October and
headed over to the Hauraki Plains to compete in the inter-schools Motorcross Tournament
being hosted by Hauraki Plains College.
The team consisted of: Zach Walling, Taylor Rae, Andrew Barr, Ezra Berridge and Otis
Berridge.
Competing in a competition called ‘Patetonga on the Peat’ and the racing was held in a big
long peat paddock. It was deep in mud and got very slippery quickly as the rain came down
heavily. There were approximately 320 competitors from Year 9 to Year 13. They came
from as far afield as Northland down to Gisborne. Each rider had to compete in three races
and each race was 13 minutes long.
By the end of the day, Taylor Rae had gained a second place and Zach Walling a third place
in the 250cc Pro class and Andrew Barr gained a second place in the Intermediate 85cc. All
placings gain points.
At the conclusion of the event, the judges add up the points of all riders from each school
and then divide it by the number of riders in each team to get the team score.
Overall, out of all these schools, St Paul’s gained second place, beating the likes of King’s
College and Hamilton Boys’ High School. There were approximately 32 schools involved.
This is a huge achievement considering most schools averaged ten riders and St Paul’s only
had five. We are very proud of the boys’ achievement.
JUNIOR SPORTS COLOURS RECIPIENTS
At the final assembly of the year, the following recipients were presented with their Junior
Sports Colours.
Athletics

Ryan Ballantyne, Jackson Morgan, Jack Davies

Boxing

Rory McGregor

Clay Target Shooting

Jonathon Simpson, Henry Wills
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Cricket

Reuben Andrews, Chris Swanson, Dillon Kelliher, Simon
Morbey, Alastair Blackett, Tom Yarrall, Bede Higgens

Cycling

Logan Spaans

Football

Chris Swanson, Luke Goodwin, Thomas Goodwin, Reed
Fisher, Sam Lockwood-Geck, Hamish Comber, Harry Porritt

Go Karts

Suvarn Naidoo

Hockey

Reuben Andrews, Bede Higgens, Callum Jarvis-Hall, Aakaash
Chimanlal, Maks Wyndham-Smith, Jonathan Bloor, Jackson
Brown, Conor Shalloe, Isaac Van der Vossen, Aodan
Wyndham-Smith

Inline Hockey

Jacob Nelson

Mountain Biking

Cole Lucas, Dominic Belfield

Multi-Sport

Jack Davies, Adam McCarthy, Connor Egan, Harri DraperKidd, Jimmy Christey, Ben Negus, Charles Christey, Hamish
Black

Motorcross

Andrew Barr

Rowing

Jack Schicker, Tom Goodwin, Ryan Marsh, Tim HusbandDravitzki, Willis Webb, Lachlan Lee, Hugo Brown, Henry Wills,
Logan Birt (cox), Marcus Ground (cox)

Rugby

Hamish Te Whare, Ryan Ballantyne, Conner Collins, Ben
McColgan, Tom Yarrall, Dillon Kelliher, Alastair Blackett, Josh
Balme, Jackson Morgan, Romke Hoogstra, Cameron Smale,
Connor Gordon

Shearing

Josh Balme

Skiing

Matthew Sweet, Cole Lucas

Softball

Jonathan Bloor

Swimming

Connor Egan, Jimmy Christey, Tully Dickson, Fintan Cooper,
Charles Christey, Hamish Black, Rudi Grace

Tennis

Ryan Wilkins, James Wilkins, Joshua Yee, Conor Fuller

Touch

Connor Collins, Ryan Ballantyne

Water Polo

Wade Paniora, Michael Weir

Water Skiing

Blair Foster
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SENIOR SPORTS COLOURS RECIPIENTS
Just prior to Labour Day, at the Sport and Cultural ceremony, the following senior students
received their Sports Colours:
ATHLETICS

BASKETBALL
BMX
CLAYBIRD SHOOTING
CRICKET
HOCKEY
FUTSAL
JIU JITSU
MULTI-SPORT
NETBALL
ROCKQUEST
ROWING

RUGBY
SKIING
SOCCER
SWIMMING
WATER POLO
SERVICE TO SPORT

Scott Hilliar, Jonty Rae, Michael Gutry, James Hunt,
Tom Smith, Laura McKenna, Sean Henley-Smith,
Katelyn Matthews, Rebecca Foster,
Jackson Tatton, Bennet Rogers, Aaron Keppler,
Aaron Keppler, Blake Agnew, Keegan Fly, Conor Crowe,
Nikora Payne, Pareraukura Gilmartin-Kara
Todd Barry, Ryan Lewis
Liam Buchanan, Sean Collinson-Smith, Anthony Simpson
James Chenery, Freddy Walker, Scott Finlayson,
Shani Fernando
Samuel Holmes, Alec Wilson, Antonia Anda, Elizabeth Rajan
Elliot Collier
Sebastian Colson
Geraldine Fish, Meg Morbey, Kendal Buchanan, Olivia Jackson
Grace Namana, Tegan Voykovich, Rose Spence,
Pareraukura Gilmartin-Kara,
Shani Fernando, Jessica Reilly, Paul Newton-Jackson,
Connor Johnson,
Oliva Jackson, Sarah Cranswick, Antonia Anda,
Danielle LeSueur, Theresa Steiner, Brittany Smith,
Jesper Mansson, Cameron Bartley,
Alex Hargreaves, Tom Schicker, Jack Kelly,
Jonty MacPherson, Lucas Martin, Callum Windley,
William Guest, Louise Ford
Jonty Wood, Jared Newing, Joshua Tye
Remy Campbell, Louis Cronin,
Peter Grierson, Elliot Collier, John Penyas, Jacob Robb,
Daniel Goodwin, Scott Hilliar
Samuel Armstrong, Nick McGuire-Holcroft, Mark Swarbrick,
Teagan Voykovich, Tom Dobbe, James Atherton
Louise Ford
Ross Noble, Matthew Tingey, Amelia Jarvis-Hall, Louise Ford,
Aaron Cleland

THE WAYNE O’BRIEN TROPHY:
Winner:
Aaron Keppler
In recognition of all-round personal success in sport and the contribution towards others
reaching their potential.
THE DIRECTOR OF SPORT AWARD:
Winner:
For the most outstanding team of the year.

Athletics Team

THE MARGARET FORSYTH TROPHY:
Winner:
Pareraukura Gilmartin-Kara
Awarded to the most outstanding sportswoman of the year.
THE COLE CUP:
Winner:
To the most outstanding Individual Sports Person.
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OTHER SPORTING HIGHLIGHTS
 The following boys have gained representative honours for Cricket this year:
Senior Secondary:
Hamilton
Freddy Walker
Scott Finlayson

Poverty Bay
Baxter Mackay

Waikato Valley South
Joshua Malpas

Junior Secondary:
Hamilton
Chris Swanson
Dillon Kelliher
Simon Morbey

BOP Lakelands
Alastair Blackett
Thomas Yarrall

Waikato Valley Plains
Bede Higgens
Reuben Andrews

Waikato Valley South
Jackson Morgan
Joshua McLaughlin










Thomas Yarrall scored a century for the Colts Cricket side against Hamilton Boys’ High
School in a 100 run stand with Bede Higgens (who went on to contribute 47 runs).
Our boys Junior ‘A’ Tennis side were undefeated in the fourth term competition (James
and Ryan Wilkins, Joshua Yee, Conor Fuller defeating St Peter’s #1 4-2; Cambridge High
School 5-1; Hamilton Boys’ High School #1 6-0; and Cambridge in the semi-finals 4-2
and Hamilton Boys’ High School #3 6-0 in the final.
Our junior Waterpolo team enjoyed one of its best seasons ever, finishing in first place
after round play, but lost to St Johns in the semi-final (a team they had beaten earlier),
before defeating Cambridge High School in the play-off for 3rd and 4th. Impressively
Wade Paniora was named as the Most Valuable Player in the WSS Junior Secondary
competition.
Further Waikato Rugby representatives were: Shneil Singh, Thomas Gordon and Arjun
Singh who made the Harlequins U15 side. Shneil went on to be selected for the Waikato
U15 squad.
At the Waikato Secondary Schools’ Sports Awards ceremony on Sunday, 2nd December,
Elliot Collier (Year 13) was named as the Sportsman of the Year for Football.
Hemi McLaren-Mellars has been selected in the National Youth Development squad for
New Zealand Croquet and is targeting involvement in World Golf Croquet Championships
to be hosted in Auckland in 2014. Sam Treloar and Hemi will represent St Paul’s in the
National Secondary School Golf Croquet tournament in March 2013.

CHRISTIAN DIMENSION
HONOUR SERMON BY TULLY DICKSON, YEAR 9
Today I am talking with you about honour. Honour has over 200 references in the Bible from
beginning to end, Genesis to Revelation. But, maybe honour is not a word we use or hear
very often.
What is honour?
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Honour is quite hard to define. Honour itself is invisible, but can be seen through our actions.
Honour is more than just doing the right thing. Honour is linked to our deep seated personal
beliefs and values; our own moral code of conduct.
To honour means: to hold in high regard, respect or esteem; to worship; to show courteous
behaviour towards. (Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary)
Honour is not dressed up violence and judgment. Honour is a virtue, a good quality habit to
have. Honour involves personal sacrifice, discipline and hard work.
We are all on the journey of life. Our individual paths cross and interweave. At times we
travel together and at other times seemingly alone. What or who we honour impacts on and,
inescapably gets visibly outworked in all our relationships. It seeps out as a delicate perfume
or a rotten odour.
What or who do you honour? Do you honour the ‘mother’ you bought at the dairy this
morning more than your actual mother? Jesus commands us to honour our parents. It is not
negotiable.
Does your attitude and behaviour show that you honour others? We are not the same. But
we are all important and made in God’s image. In God’s eyes each and every one of us is a
much loved unique treasure. Do not forget that.
Honour is an expression of principles in action. Jesus honoured God when he went to the
cross as a sacrifice for us.
What about God? Do you honour Him? Every day we can all make the decision to honour
God. To respect, esteem, and worship our Creator. It is your choice. Think about that.

Examples of Enterprising Year 10
students presentations at the endof-year Product Launch evening
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WILLIAMS HOUSE CHAPEL SERVICE – SUNDAY, 28TH OCTOBER 2012
Welcome:
Readings:
Prayer:
Sermon:

Theme:

Liam Buchanan
Wade Paniora
Jake Tasker
Toby Way
Martyn Brown
Tommy Moss
Being True to Yourself

Why do you do what you do? Is what you do to do with your friends, to impress your family or
impress God? All of these are good reasons to try hard and reach the goals that you set, but
how many of you do what you do to impress yourself?
It may sound selfish but sometimes we can get so caught up in what is expected of us by
others that we can forget what we expect of ourselves. It is important to do what your parents
expect of you, and of course you should respect your friends and your religion. But bear in
mind that at the end of the day the main person you should be concerned about letting down
is yourself.
If you can’t stay true to yourself, then you have already let down the people in your life. This
world that we live in is completely polluted with mind altering, music, movies and magazines.
Telling you that it’s okay to have sex at a young age; it’s ok to drink as much alcohol as you
can; and it’s ok to use drugs. Well, is it ok?
No. That’s probably what you’re all thinking because that’s what you were expecting me to
want you to think. Well think again, and this time, think about what you think, not what I think,
not what your best mate thinks, and not what Crème magazine thinks. Because a lot of us
have stopped thinking and it’s an easy thing to do when everyone else is thinking for you,
planting their thoughts into your readily cultivated mind, only ever allowing your true self to
show temporarily, like a fish to the waters surface. With the pebbles of criticism, ready and
aimed to scare you back down to the schools of normality, back with the rest of the world.
It’s important to take time every day to be with yourself and think your own thoughts.
Because the choices a lot of us are about to make are a road and if you take the wrong road,
it can be hard to turn off it. So take the road you want, not the road the world wants you to
want. You might want to be a civil engineer, but you are worried because your friends told
you that you aren’t smart enough. Your friends have no idea how smart you are. You might
have connected with God, but you’re worried to tell people, because your parents don’t
believe that you’re a spiritual person, your parents don’t know how spiritual you are. You
might want to be an artist, a scientist, a rugby play, but the world says that you aren’t
talented enough. The world has no idea how talented you are. But you do.
Let all that people tell you, not be taken as the truth, but as advice, as their advice and their
opinion to you, because no matter how well they know you, they definitely don’t know you as
well as you do. You are in control of your own sails, let all else in the world be the wind that
drives you, and when there is no wind. Get out a paddle and smile in the face of hardships
you are faced with.
Ask yourself, does the attention of the world and what you seek from the world really align
with what is inside you? We are expected to constantly go to work to earn a large sum of
money, which will finally result in us being happy. But, do the more materialistic things we
own really make us happy? Is being a caught up in showing your flash car, your new
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clothes, and buying yourself friendships at the food court for your “real friends” really making
you happy? If it is, then you probably shouldn’t listen to this. But I advise those still listening
to take some time to assess yourself and listen to that little voice inside you that you always
seem to be ignoring.
The reality is that most people are scared to express who they truly are. Some of you may
have heard of the ice burg theory, of the id and ego. The surface of the iceberg above water
is only a small tip that floats above the vast water to show on the surface what kind of
iceberg it is. Whereas when you get deeper into the water the iceberg is fuller, larger and
contains much more mass. But it is under the water.
When we relate our physical and spiritual being to this theory; our true self, the voice in your
head that you’re ignoring is the bottom of the ice berg floating under the water - our true
personality. And it goes unseen and is often hidden because we cannot usually express our
true self and thoughts. Those who are materialistic; full of attention, and taking unnecessary
energy from the world for self-gain, are those who are the massive polar ice caps. Ready to
tip over with their shallowness once their earthly possessions are taken away and they are
tipped upside down and left with nothing. What do they have?
We become happy by appreciating the finer things life throws at us and are forced to become
our so called true selves from what we buy, and receive in this material world. In the book of
John, chapter 2 verses 15 and 16, there is this: “Love not the world, nor the things that are in
the world. If any man loveth the world, the love of the Father is not in him.”
We all have the father within us. And it is our deepest state of mind, which filters what goes
on in the world and lets us see wrong doings, it lets us see what we may work on to improve
ourselves to become a better person, and to have self-worth beyond the material world. The
kind of self-worth that does not exist in materials on earth, it does not come in a form of
money, currency, cars and clothes. None of these things will support your unconscious id.
Tracy Chapman speaks of her experience about being caught up in the quest of finding
happiness in her song “all you have is your soul” - the title of the song is her main message.
She says:
I thought, thought I could find a way
Beat the system;
Make a deal and have no debts to pay
Take it all, I’d take it all, I'd run away
For me myself first class and first rate
But all that you have is your soul
It is noticeable that she found out the hard way her point of realization and was at a point
where she had believed her destiny was happiness in earthly possessions. But her inner self
was the only thing she could hold on to after she had realized that materials do not define
you. It is inside you and that, “all you have is your soul”
Instead of relying on the world to look after you, take the time to reflect on yourself, on your
physical and mental actions, what you have done right and wrong in the name of God, and
what you believe and stand for will support and grow your unconscious state of mind. You
will slowly see the world in a new way, your own way. Not what others want you to see it as.
If you live your life without recognizing yourself, you will only be living in a tortured state
where your true self will only become suppressed within what the world has made of you.
You are the only one who really knows you. Finding yourself may appear hard at times, with
other people achieving whilst your life may be standing still. You may feel as though
possessions are the way to happiness and that numbing emotions out that you feel deep
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within you, are the only way to stay happy. The only way to face emotion and anxiety is to
meet it head on inside yourself, meditate on things that trouble you throughout the day.
Contemplate the things that you didn’t achieve. And strive for new knowledge and wisdom
from the eyes that you see life through.
We all have a different perspective, and live according to different values. Staying true to
them is the only thing that sets us back. We may at times find ourselves falling susceptible to
the power of others. We may find temporary happiness in stimulants that cover our
emotions, or in the computer and TV programmes we immerse our mind in. but the only
person who understands your feelings, your doubts and disheartening is you. So try and
listen to your inner dialogue more, take time out of your day to reflect, and make it a habit to
enhance your natural calling and what your heart tells you. Never be bullied into silence.
Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one's definition of your life, but define
yourself.
BOARDER PREFECTS CHAPEL SERVICE – SUNDAY, 4TH NOVEMBER 2012
Sermon delivered by:
Theme:

Joshua Tye

Community and Family

As a final Boarders Chapel I thought there was no topic more appropriate than family and
community. Now what do you think when you hear the words community or family? Well the
truth is; St Paul’s is both a community and a family.
We call this School home for 24 hours a day for more than 275 days a year; for those of us
that have been lucky enough to attend St Paul’s for the past five years, we have spent
around 33,000 hours within these gates. As St Paul’s boarders we spend more time here
than we do anywhere else. Community is defined as a group of people with a common
characteristic or interest, living together within a larger society. This is a fairly accurate
description of what we are here at St Paul’s, but I couldn’t help thinking that we are a lot
more than just a group of people with a common characteristic. So I decided to try and find a
word or phrase that better describes us here at St Paul’s and I came across the following: “A
social unit consisting of one or more adults together with the children they care for”. This is
how the dictionary defines family and this is how I define the St Paul’s boarding
establishment - with Mr Lander and our Housemasters watching over, us we are a family.
Families are there when times get tough; when you need help; when you are happy and
when you are sad they are there in good times and in bad. Families are stronger than
communities. When Sargood won the House Rowing we weren’t rowing for ourselves, we
were rowing for Sargood, our family. A famous author named Jonathan Safran once quoted
“One day you will do things for me that you hate. That is what it means to be family.”
Every person who rowed for the House tried their absolute hardest to do the best they could,
they pushed themselves to the utmost limit in order to not let their teammates and their family
down. In Genesis chapter 2:18 it says that God looked at Adam and said, "It is not good for
the man to be alone. I will make a companion who will help him". The friends that we make
here at St Paul’s will be with us for the rest of our lives; they will always be there if we need
them. Families are a thing to be cherished and valued.
When I first came to Sargood I didn’t know what to expect coming from a small school, but I
soon gained respect and was soon accepted into the brotherhood which represents the tight
bond that exists between the members of Sargood. Everyone in Sargood becomes like
another brother to you, becomes your new family. You know that they would have your back
no matter what and you would have theirs without hesitation, due to the amount of respect,
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pride and loyalty that you have with each other and for the red jersey. Whenever you get that
chance to represent that red jersey you put everything into whatever you’re doing to show
what it means to you to have the privilege to represent the rest of the Sargoodians who have
gone before you; your brothers; your friends; your family, because the worst thing that you
could do is to let them down and to let yourself down. I’m sure that this experience relates
also to the people in Clark, Williams and Harington as well. Sargood House is just like being
in a large family along with the other Boarding Houses here at St Paul’s, and it has been my
extended family for five years now. I have loved every minute and have been proud to be
part of the Sargood family. The American poet, Edwin Markham once wrote “There is a
destiny that makes us brothers, no-one goes his way alone; All that we send into the lives of
others comes back into our own.”
For those of you in Year 9, you will be eating, sleeping, laughing and sometimes even crying
with the boys in your year group for the next five years. So enjoy every moment and don’t
take a single second for granted, because five years may seem like an extremely long time,
but it goes incredibly quickly so embrace every second and you will find that the St Paul`s
family is stronger than you think. I’ll leave you with a quote by Jim Butcher “when
everything goes to hell, the people who stand by you, without flinching -- they are
your family” so what do you think, are we just a group of people with a common
characteristic or are we a family who appreciate and care for one another? I’ll let you decide.
DILIGENCE SERMON BY CRAIG STOCKER, YEAR 9
A few years ago, two brothers, the younger one Paul and the older one Jack, moved into the
city to get a job at a store. They saw an ad in the paper for work on a farm. After being raised
in the country, the boys thought, ‘choice’ it seemed like the perfect opportunity. The next
morning they drove 30 miles out into the country. They turned up on the farmer’s doorstep
and asked for a job. The farmer gave each of them a flat shovel and pointing to a deep pool
of muddy water he said, “Okay I want you to take each of these shovels and remove the dirty
water from that pool until nightfall. The older brother, the wiser of the two, thought that it was
a ridiculous idea, removing water with a flat shovel so he lay down and slept. The younger
brother, on the other hand, worked all day. After a long day of work, he pulled the shovel out
one last time and on the end of the shovel was a sealed bag containing 3 x 100 dollar bills.
He took them to the farmer and the farmer gave him the older brother’s wages and his own.
I think that this is a perfect example of what diligence really means - Working hard as long as
it takes to achieve something. The older brother in this story was foolish and lazy. He thought
that there was no point in trying to remove water with a flat shovel because the shovel was
flat. In Proverbs 10:4 it says – A slack hand causes poverty, but the hand of the diligent
makes rich. This verse sums up what this story means. The older brother will end up poor
and the younger brother will end up rich.
The dictionary meaning of Diligence is constant and earnest effort to accomplish something
that is undertaken. This means trying your hardest to achieve something you are doing. This
applied to the seniors and their exams. Do you think that they would have come this far if
they didn’t work their hardest? Diligence has to be applied to everyday life if you want to
achieve.
Diligence also relates to God. If we work hard to be good and obey him, he will reward us in
heaven. My definition of diligence is working toward our goals, making use of the resources
and opportunities available. You don’t need skill to be diligent; you just need to have
commitment and perseverance to make your dreams a reality.
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With exams coming up and the end of the school year, now is the time to stay diligent in your
work. Be diligent in your revision and work your hardest to get the result you want to achieve.
The mindset you put yourself in will determine how hard you work. For example, if you put
yourself in a mindset saying, “oh I can’t get excellence so what’s the point in trying” You are
automatically telling yourself that you have failed. Whereas, if you put yourself in a mindset
saying, “I can’t get excellence, but I think I can get merit.” You will get a much higher mark
and bring out your true potential.
I am going to leave you with a quote from an anonymous author “Stick to a task, 'til it sticks
to you. Beginners are many, finishers are few."
CHAPLAIN’S COMMENT
According to the most recent census 32% of all New Zealanders say they have no religious
affiliation. Yet Christmas still seems to capture the imaginations of New Zealanders as a
special time of year. What is it about Christmas? Is it simply a good excuse to have a paid
day off work, and spend time with family and friends having a barbeque at the Bach?
While this is surely an important (and highly enjoyable!) aspect to celebrating the Christmas
season, I believe it goes much deeper than this. Christmas tends to be a time when we see
the best in humanity. It is a time when the spirit of giving is at its strongest, and sentiment of
goodwill is felt in New Zealand and throughout the world.
Yet, in the Christian faith, the meaning and significance of Christmas goes much deeper still.
It is about remembering our Saviour Jesus Christ, who was born on this day over 2000 years
ago. We remember that the Son of God—the embodiment of God on earth—showed us by
his life . . . and, ultimately, his death and resurrection . . . how God wants us—needs us—to
live our life in this world.
In the Gospel of Luke’s beautiful account of how Jesus was born, we hear these words:
“I am bringing you good news of great joy for all the people:
to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior,
who is the messiah, the Lord”
Luke is giving more than just an historical account of Jesus’ birth; he is making a a powerful
statement of Jesus’ importance for all of humanity. So who is Jesus for us? What is so
important about his birth—and the context in which he was born?
Lenny Kravitz wrote a song in 1994 “Are you gonna go my way”
I was born long ago
I am the chosen I'm the one
I have come to save the day
And I won't leave until I'm done
So that's why you've got to try
You got to breathe and have some fun
Though I'm not paid I play this game
And I won't stop until I'm done
I really like that song, not only because it is a good song, but because of the deeper, more
profound, meaning found in the lyrics. The songwriter, like many of us, is trying to come to
an understanding of who Jesus is for him. (Incidentally, I bet many of you did not even know
that the song was written about Jesus!) The song is a reminder that Jesus is someone who
has been chosen to not only ‘save’ us but give an example of how we must live. If we look
past the modern language, and the guitar riff, Lenny Kravitz is essentially making the same
proclamation that Luke made over 2000 years ago.
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However, the Christmas story takes us even further. The truly amazing aspect of the story is
the context in which Jesus was born. Luke sets a grand stage upon which the birth of Jesus
is narrated. There is a decree of Emperor Augustus—literally the most powerful person in
the world at that time—that there must be a census. This decree is enforced by the
Governor Quirinius, the most powerful person in the region. Into this context, Jesus is born:
in a stable; in a small, forgotten village; to poor peasant parents who were alone and without
any support.
Again, Luke is not just reporting history, he is making a claim about God: Where does God’s
presence and power lie? Is it in the meek, humble and oppressed or in the rich and powerful
rulers of the world? More importantly, if God’s presence is found in those that are the meek,
oppressed, and powerless, what does it tell us how God expects us to live and act. To whom
does God expect us to reach out and respond?
Christmas is a beautiful time of year, but not necessarily for everyone. Christmas can be
incredibly difficult for the homeless and alone, the sick, the shut-in, the hospitalised, those
who have recently lost loved ones, and those who live in oppressive conditions throughout
the world. The Christmas narrative is not a purely a romantic story; the characters in the
narrative live through many of those same painful experiences. Mary and Joseph are alone
and they have no place to stay. They are part of a nation that is conquered and oppressed
by an, at times, ruthless Empire.
In 1984, many of Britain’s top artists, known as Band Aid released the song “Do They Know
it’s Christmas” in order to raise money and awareness to the famine in Ethiopia. The song
came into being as a result of the inspiration of Bob Geldof who both understood the deeper
meaning of Christmas and the sad reality of hunger, loneliness and oppression in our world.
The song and subsequent Live Aid concert raised hundreds of millions of dollars. In the 28
years that have passed since, two more versions of the song have been released– each one
raising millions of dollars more.
Yet we still have hunger, poverty, oppression and disease throughout the world. So why
bother? Why keep singing “Feed the world, let them know it’s Christmas time of year?” It is
because of the Christmas story. Our God, the God of Eternity, entered this hurting and
broken world to live as one of us—to understand and embrace the whole range of human
experience.
And, by coming into our world, our God does an amazing thing. Through Christ, our God
shows us that pain, death and suffering does not have the final say. It is Christ and Christ
alone who has the final say: And the Christ child born on Christmas day stands for:
LIFE – not death
HOPE – not despair
JOY – not pain
PEACE – not oppression
LOVE – rather than hatred
And isn’t it really these words: Life, Hope, Joy, Peace and Love which sum up the meaning
of Christmas for us?
Therefore, we can proclaim the same Christmas message that was spoken to the shepherds
in the field this very night 2000 years ago:
“I am bringing you good news of great joy for all the people:
to you is born this day in the city of David a Savior,
who is the messiah, the Lord”
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But we could say it in other ways as well, that help us to better understand what the
significance of Christmas is for us.
How about in the wise words of Dr. Seuss:
Welcome Christmas, bring your cheer
Cheer to all people far and near
Christmas day is in our grasp so long as we have hands to clasp
Christmas day will always be just as long as we have we
Welcome Christmas while we stand, heart to heart and hand to hand.
Whatever way we want to express it, it can be summed up in two simple words that we say
to greet one another at this season—whether it is a stranger on the street, or our closest
friend:
HAVE A MERRY CHRISTMAS
GOD BLESS

SPECIAL CHARACTER

CELEBRATION AND THANKSGIVING FOR HONIKIWI INVESTORS
On 30th October, we hosted a special Service of Thanksgiving for the investors and directors
of the Honikiwi Forest project.
In the 1980’s, the Board of the School wanted an investment opportunity that would provide
the School with a more secure investment base, to help ensure its financial stability for the
future. A committee was formed to look at potential options, consisting of Mr Don Sadler (the
then Chairman of the Waikato Anglican Boys’ College Trust), Mr John Mortimer (who had
just stepped down as Chairman of the School Board), Mr Richard Reynolds (a long-serving
member of the School Board from 1982 – 2003), Mr Tim Thorrold (Honikiwi Director from
1983 – 1999).
A decision was made to purchase a 390 hectare block of land at Honikiwi, west of
Otorohanga, for $257,000 and the investors were sought to plant it in Pinus Radiata.
Twenty-four families – who at that time were current parents, Old Collegians or just friends of
the School, put their faith in and invested in the project. Twenty-seven years later, after
many trials, tribulations and a lot of hard work and decision-making, the forest has been
harvested. A little over $1.8m has been distributed to investors, with the School receiving
about $1.0m as a return on its investment. Many of the original investors have gifted their
portion to the School and this will mean in 2030, when the land is again harvested, St Paul’s
will receive the total value of what is cut, as the future outright owner of the forest.
As a School, we are indebted to the Directors of Honikiwi (i.e. the late Don Sadler, John
Mortimer, Richard Reynolds, Tim Thorrold, Wayne Boyd, current Chairman, Peter Rogers,
John Oliver, the late Peter Johnstone, Philip Turner, Jon Tanner, Richard Ludbrook, Andrew
Johnson) for their wise governance of the project as they managed the challenges posed by
economic conditions, law and tax changes, logistical and contractor issues over the past
three decades.
To the original investors (and those who later invested in the Pole Crop), we thank them for
the vision, actions and generosity towards St Paul’s and its future. As a school, we are going
to benefit from their foresight for many decades to come. They shared in a vision and their
efforts have come to fruition.
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We also thank Mrs Glenys Parton, past Director of Marketing, who wrote and produced a
superb book that recognises the Honikiwi journey as ‘A Real Venture in Faith’. A momento
for those magnificent families who so long ago made a financial and emotional commitment
to St Paul’s future.
We would like to publically recognise the following original Honikiwi Investors:
Andrew L Allen

R G Faulkner Family Trust

Richard Reynolds

J A Blakely and F A Blakely
(Jointly)

W M Gallagher Family Trust

R Buckley

Boyd Family Trust

Peter Johnstone Family Trust

R J W Court

Kirsty Rickman Trust

B J Jones, A E Jones, C A Jarvis
R E Jones and L J Jones (Jointly)

Waerenga Trust

Mortimer Family Trust

G R Burt, G E Burt, R J Burt and
P M Burt

P F Mirams

Thorrold Family Trust

D S and J M Carden Family Trust

K S Matthews

S E and S D Middlemass

St Paul’s Collegiate School Old
Collegians’ Association

S C Downey

John Ward Family Trust

Great Oaks Holdings Limited

Raroa Trust

As well as the following individuals who have also invested in the Pole Crop over the years:
Pat and Barbara Chamberlain
Mr A B Grey
Mrs J L Warren
Mr Bruce Carden
Geoffrey and Susan Reynolds
The Schroder Family

Mrs J G Jarvis
Mrs L M Summerville
Miss B C Beattie
Mr and Mrs TJM Johnston
Rex and Christine Pickering

Mr S K Thompson
Prudence King
Miss D M Beattie
Mr I G Carden
Mr N D Clough

Current Chairman of the Honikiwi Board of
Directors, Mr Peter Rogers (from left to right);
his wife, Carol; mother June and brother,
Brent; attend the Honikiwi Service
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GENEROSITY OF CURRENT ST PAUL’S FAMILY
We are greatly
appreciative of
the generosity
of Paul and
Margot Tindall
from
Trailer
World,
Pukekohe
for
the magnificent
Mountain Bike
trailer that they
have
donated
for use at the
Tihoi
Venture
School. Valued
at just over
$17,000,
this
magnificent
trailer
will
enable us to
transport easily
up
to
20
Mountain Bikes for expeditions and excursions. We want to thank Trailer World and the
Tindall family for their kindness and wonderful support of our School’s outdoor education
programme.
FANTASTIC SUPPORT FOR YEAR 13 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
One of the highlights of the year has been the way the School and the community have so
effectively worked together to build a four-bedroom house that will be used first for staff
accommodation on the Hamilton campus, but has the potential to be moved to Tihoi in the
future.
Under the superb leadership of current parent, Mr Gavin Jakes, who has been the successful
Project Manager, our Year 13 Construction students have gained wonderful life and
vocational skills. Mr Jakes has given a huge amount of his personal time and effort to see
the project through to its fruition.
We are also highly appreciative and indebted to the efforts of the team of builders who have
given up a day every couple of weeks to work with our senior boys and to transfer their
knowledge and expertise – no mean feat given the tough economic conditions prevalent in
2012.
Principal builder
Tradesmen

Gavin Jakes Building Contractor
Mark May
Mark May Builders Ltd
Martin Dobbe Urbo Homes
Nick Holcroft Prestige Construction
Cole Western Contractor
Richard Hull Richard Hull Builders
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A huge number of businesses have gotten behind this ambitious project – offering their time,
materials/componentry at extremely reduced rates. It has been a great example of a School
– Community Partnership.
Plumber
Electrician
Scaffolding
Building Supplies
Fence Supplies
House Relocation

Gavin Loye Gavin Loye Plumbing
Tangi Glassie Waikato Electrical Services
Geoff Hines Central Scaffolding
(Old Collegian)
Bunnings
Jennifer Cowan
(current parent)
Jason Night Dean Namana The House Movers Ltd
(current parent)

Members of the 2012 Construction Class and their Mentors

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARDS SCHEME
Pleasingly, we have had a significant increase in students gaining Duke of Edinburgh
qualifications in 2012. This internationally recognised programme recognises students
involvement in sport, cultural and outdoor pursuits and with the holistic nature of St Paul’s
should be in the reach of most of our students.
Many employers place high value on those who have been involved in this scheme and
those doing their OE in the United Kingdom, have been pleasantly surprised by the
importance placed on the Award in Britain.
The Bronze Award (open to Year 10) is largely gained by our boys through their successful
involvement in the challenges presented at the Tihoi Venture School.
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The Silver Award: Normally undertaken over a couple of years, involves 30 hours of service
over 18 months, a three-day outdoor education expedition involved in leisure pursuits (i.e.
band, show, etc) for six months and sport for at least four months.
Over the past twelve months, ten boys completed the Award and were given a Mayoral
reception by Her Worship, Julie Hardaker. There are: Ross Noble, Remy Campbell, Trent
Ganley, Alex Hargreaves, Euan Reynolds, Mark Swarbrick, Toby Way, Sahil Patil,
Brendon Carrick and Cameron Downey.
The prestigious Gold Award involves 60 hours of service over 18 months, a three-day
Outdoor Education Expedition, involvement for 12 months in a hobby or leisure pursuit and a
physical activity such as a sport for 12 months. We congratulate Remy Campbell, Ross
Noble and Euan Reynolds on gaining this impressive achievement in 2012.
INTAKE 2012/2 MAJOR PRIZE WINNERS
Mortimore Prize for Most Outstanding Student:
Nominations:
Waikato Ball, Jack Davies, Jack Schicker, Nicholas Simpson and Christopher Swanson
Winner:
Jack Davies
Murray Harington Cup for Most Improved Student:
Nominations:
Bradley Hermsen, Christopher Higgens, Kieran Hitchcock, Michael Scott, Nicholas
Winkelmann
Winner:
Bradley Hermsen
Directors Awards:

Aubrey Fish, Lachlan Lee, Ryan Marsh, Amrit Rai and Kerwan Rose

Furminger Award:
Winner:

(Student who has shown respect to staff and other students)
Simon Morbey

Coulter Settlement Cup:
(For student who has gained the most virtues)
Winner:
Timothy Husband-Dravitzki
Community Service and Environment Award: Scott Spence
Cross Country Award:
Hamish Black
Shooting Award:
Christopher Higgens
Expedition Awards:
Kayak
Charles Christey
Canadian Canoe
Sam Lockwood-Geck
Sail
Henry Wills
Sea Kayak
Campbell Stuart
Mountain Bike
Jack Schicker
Rock
Reed Fisher
Kingham Cup:
(House winning the most House Sport)
Jock’s House: Lachlan Lee, Danny O’Hara, Jonathan Simpson, Andre Stokes, Walter Tso,
Henry Wills, Matthew Collier and Keaton Myburgh
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Luder Trophy:
(Overall winning House)
Frank’s House: Waikato Ball, Corban Batters, Max Collingwood, Sam Fullerton-Smith,
Saladin M’Boge, Jack Schicker, Nicholas Simpson and William Te Tomo
BOARDERS PRIZEGIVING
At the Boarders’ end-of-year Awards Dinner, on 1st November, the following residential
students for each Year level were recognised for their achievements in the categories of Best
Academic, Best Contribution to Culture, Best Sportsperson, for Citizenship and Commitment
to the Hostel culture.
Year 9

Recipient

Sport

Connor Egan

Culture

Tom Wilson

Academic

Blair Foster

Citizenship

Matthew Tindall

Year 10

Recipient

Sport

Jack Davies

Culture

Marcus Ground

Academic

Hugo Brown

Citizenship

Matthew Bailey

Year 11

Recipient

Sport

Tom Smith

Culture

Jasper Hankins

Academic

Jasper Hankins

Awarded in recognition of 60 NCEA Excellences and five Cambridge A grades.

Citizenship

Holly Hardie

Awarded in recognition of her determination and commitment in the 24 Hour
Charity Relay, her willingness to help others, and her positive attitude and
involvement in all aspects of school life.
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Citation
Awarded in recognition of fourth in U13 Medley Relay at the Waikato/BOP
Swimming Championships; tenth in U13 100m Freestyle, eighth in U13 400m
Freestyle, and fourth in
U13 1500m Freestyle at the National Age Group Championships; tenth in U14
400m Freestyle,
eighth in U14 1500m Freestyle and third in U14 Freestyle Relay at the Spring
Championships
in Melbourne.
Awarded in recognition of his roles in A Mid-Summer Night’s Dream and Les
Miserables.
Awarded in recognition of his overall highest Grade Point Average for the four
core subjects (Mathematics; Science; English; Social Studies) in the Year 9 midyear examinations and results
obtained in class during the second half year.
Awarded in recognition of his care and concern for others, and for speaking out
against bullying.
Citation
Awarded in recognition of his Erin Baker Award, second place at the
Waikato/BOP Secondary Schools’ Duathlon Championships, second place at
the Waikato/BOP Secondary Schools’ Triathlon Championships, and 17th place
in the individual event and eighth place in the
teams event at the NZ Schools’ Triathlon Championships.
Awarded in recognition of his second place in the Arts Week Short Story
competition.
Awarded in recognition of his success at the mid-year examinations where he
finished first in English, Science and Social Studies.
Awarded in recognition of his caring and sympathetic nature, his wonderful
sense of humour,
and his willingness to help others.
Citation
Awarded in recognition of winning the Intermediate Boys’ 100m and Intermediate
Boys’ 400m at the Waikato/BOP Athletics Championships; winning the Under 17
400m and Under 17 4 x 400m Relay at the New Zealand Track & Field
Championships, and his selection for the Athletics
New Zealand Rio 2016 Training Squad.
Awarded in recognition of his lead roles in A Mid-Summer Night’s Dream and
Les Miserables.
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Year 12

Recipient

Sport

Grace Namana

Culture

Peter Winkelmann

Academic

Hannah Clare

Citizenship

Cailean Poole

Year 13

Recipient

Sport

Scott Hilliar

Culture

Rosie Searle

Academic

Belinda Pedersen

Citizenship

Jonty Wood

Citation
Awarded in recognition of her selection for Waiariki Under 17; Hamilton City A;
the Waikato High Performance Programme; the Lois Muir Netball Team; the
UNISS Top 10 & Player of the Tournament; the NZ Under 17 Top 10; the NZ
Secondary Schools’ Maori team; and the
NZ Talent Development Programme.
Awarded in recognition of his lead roles in A Mid-Summer Night’s Dream and
Les Miserables.
Awarded in recognition of 79 NCEA Excellences and one Cambridge A grade.
Awarded in recognition of his service to the Music Department and School
Community,
and as Stage Manager for Les Miserables.
Citation
Awarded in recognition of winning the Senior Boys’ 800m and Senior Boys’
1500m at the Waikato/BOP Championships: winning the John Walker Shoes;
finishing second in the Senior Boys’ 800m and second in the Senior Boys’
1500m at the North Island Secondary Schools’ Championships; for winning the
Mens U20 800m and finishing third in the Mens U20 1500m at the New Zealand
Track & Field Championships; and his selection for the Athletics New Zealand
Rio 2016 Training Squad.
Awarded in recognition of her lead role in Les Miserables
and selection for the New Zealand Secondary Schools’ Choir.
Awarded in recognition of 75 NCEA Excellences, NZIC Waikato/BOP Chemistry
Quiz first place, NZIC National Secondary Schools’ Chemistry Quiz second
place, ICAS Mathematics
High Distinction, French Language Perfect World Championships Gold Award.
Awarded in recognition of his significant contributions as Deputy Head of School.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION ASSISTANCE WITH BOARDING FEES
We draw to the attention of our rural families, that you may be entitled to a Technical Bursary
if your local Secondary School does not offer certain subjects (i.e. an example of such a
subject would be Ag/Hort Science).
In addition, if your son or daughter is in Year 12 or 13 and lives in a small rural community, it
would also be worthwhile to find out what the “approved subjects” are that may make you
eligible for a Secondary Schools’ Bursary.
Finally, if the letterbox of your farm is more than 4.8km away from the nearest bus route for
your closest State School, you are automatically eligible for a School Boarding Bursary worth
$2,725 per annum for each of your teenagers at Boarding School.
Given the lack of financial support provided by the government for families who send their
children to Independent Schools and the high cost of attendance, I would encourage you to
investigate these three bursaries further by visiting the Ministry of Education’s website:
www.minedu.govt.nz/goto/GBB
Boarding Bursaries:
Criteria:
There are three different types of school boarding bursaries administered by the Ministry of
Education:
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School Boarding Bursaries
You are eligible for a School Boarding Bursary if you are a primary or secondary school
student who meets the following distance criteria:
A student under 10 years who lives 3.2 kilometres or more from the nearest State School or
from the nearest bus stop, OR for a student who is 10 years or older who lives 4.8 kilometres
or more from the nearest State School or from the nearest bus stop.
Boarding bursaries may also be awarded to assist students who are seriously at risk in their
educational, social or emotional development because of continuing, unsatisfactory features
in their home or social environment.
Secondary Schools Bursaries
You are eligible for a Secondary Schools Bursary if you are a Year 12 or a Year 13 student
who cannot obtain tuition in approved subjects at your local school.
Secondary School Technical Bursaries
You are eligible for a Secondary School Tertiary Bursary if you are a Year 10 or a Year 11
student who cannot obtain tuition in an agriculture or workshop subject at your local school.
ST PAUL’S PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION NEWS
It has been a great year for the Association. We have supplied $30,750 in travel and House
grants. This covered all the Houses and Cricket (2 teams), Rowing (Maadi Cup), Netball,
Hockey (boys and girls), Football (boys and girls), Rugby, 48hr Film Festival, Basketball,
Shooting team, Athletics and a couple of individuals involved in national teams.
We have worked on a number of projects: the gym carpet; lighting for the path to the Old
Collegians’ Pavilion; seating for outside the Student Centre; TVs and a sound system for the
dining room - with Sky decoder; the food trailer; a new pitch cover for the seconds pitch; a
gear trailer; musical instruments; ten coaches jackets; wind trainers and two new barbeques.
We hosted a number of activities including: House Rugby; the Under 15 Hockey
Tournament; Celebration of Music; the Parents’ Dinner at the Ball and the non-alcoholic bar
at the Ball; the New Parents’ Dinner; the Leavers’ Dinner and the School Production.
All of this has been possible because of parent financial contributions, the wonderful families
who support the cattle scheme and the commitment of a dedicated group of parents who
turned up to help on the day. All of you are gems!
We farewell and thank three long-serving Committee members: Mrs Jackie Noble (the
person responsible for the beautiful production programmes, our pamphlets, and a tireless
volunteer on the day) who moves back to Wellington; and Miss Nicky Cockrem and Mrs Jane
Allen (wonderful artistic decorators for the ball dinner tables, leavers’ tables, etc).
We have very much enjoyed working with Mr Lander and the Senior Management over the
year with our shared vision in improving the lot of our students. We wish Mr Ian Bridge well
in his retirement.
This year we have had two former parents remaining on the committee, as is provided for in
our constitution. They have made a major contribution to the year and we are eager for more
past parents to stay on and be part of the Association.
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Plans for next year include:
 We will be running our deferred Quiz night on Friday, 22nd March 2013. The Chiefs will be
elsewhere that day!
 We plan to have the food trailer fully operational by the start of school next year. It will be
available for fund raising and the serving of hot drinks and food at school activities.
 Plus we are hosting a Year 12 and 13 Art Competition with the St Paul’s community
encouraged to attend and cast their votes on Friday, 31st May 2013. More information on
this event and activities held by the Parents’ Association will be available on the Parents’
Association page on the School website – www.stpauls.school.nz.
Please remember that copies of the St Paul’s Cook Book are still available either through the
School Office or by contacting Mrs Eleanor Carmichael – Association Secretary.
Have a Happy and Safe Summer break.
REMINDER OF THE SCHOOL’S MOTOR VEHICLE REGULATIONS
A reminder for 2013 that St Paul’s position on the use of motor vehicles to and from school is
as follows:
(1)

No Year 11 student is allowed to bring a motor vehicle to and from school.

(2)

Year 12 students upwards, who have completed at least six months
experience with their restricted licence, can apply for consideration to bring
their cars to school. Preference in granting permission will be given to those who
have completed a Defensive Driving course. All vehicles used must have a
current WOF, registration and at least third-party insurance.
Under no
circumstances can a Day student or Boarder transport another student to/from
school unless they have a full licence and the prior written permission of the
passenger’s parents (i.e. in the case of Boarders, they need the additional
approval of their Housemaster in their capacity as Loco Parentus).
Students who bring a motor vehicle to School without permission or carry
passengers without the School’s authorisation, will be viewed as being
blatantly disobedient and risk suspension or a serious sanction.

HAIRCUTS AND COLOURING OF HAIR
We would appreciate it if parents could be quite proactive in ensuring that all students have
their hair cut in the week prior to their return to school (i.e. before Monday, 28th January
2013). Boys’ hair should not touch the collar of their shirt or their ears and must be wellgroomed. As Headmaster, I reserve the right to have your son’s hair cut during the first week
of school in 2013 and have engaged a hairdresser to be on site to cut any boy’s hair which
does not meet these requirements.
Girls’ hair must be neatly pinned back behind their ears. No strands can be left loose at the
front and only black hairclips or ties are acceptable to keep their hair neat and tidy.
A small number of students will have their hair blonded or coloured during the Christmas
break. All hair must be returned to its natural colour before the commencement of school.
Students who haven’t had this attended to will miss time at school in the New Year while they
are sent to the hairdressers at their own expense.
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Adherence to the School’s uniform and hair regulations is part of the criteria for attendance at
St Paul’s.
GREAT OAKS TRADING COMPANY (SCHOOL SHOP) – REOPENING MONDAY, 14TH JANUARY 2013
Uniforms
For those parents and caregivers who are about to purchase school uniform, please be
aware that it is a requirement of the school uniform regulations that all school uniform
components are to be purchased through the school shop. This is to ensure that there is a
uniformity of style, colour and presentation in the uniform worn by students.
Blazers
Please remember that all Year groups are required to have a Blazer to wear with their formal
uniform on the first and last day of each academic week. Blazers are worn by Years 9
through to 13.
Girls Uniform
Skirts and culottes should not be shortened with fabric cut off. The correct length for the grey
Formal Skirt is 60mm below the bottom of the knee cap. Culottes should be worn at knee
length. Failure to comply with these requirements may result in the student being compelled
to purchase another skirt or culottes, thus creating an unnecessary expense. This will be
determined by the Housemasters.
Appearance and Care of Uniform
Uniform must be maintained at all times, in a clean and tidy, well presented condition.
Trousers and skirts can be hand washed and if hung correctly, trousers will hold their crease.
The pleats in the skirt do look more presentable when ironed.

SPEECH AND DRAMA CLASSES 2013
Roslyn is a passionate Oral Specialist with over 25 years teaching experience – classes are
dynamic and fun. Classes are available for Year 9 and 10 students DURING the day on
Tuesdays and Thursdays and available over the lunch break and after school for Year 11-13
students.
The most VALUABLE INVESTMENT you can make in your son/daughter’s life – is the ability
to speak with confidence and to speak well
REGISTER NOW:
Classes held at St Paul’s – Tuesdays / Thursdays, generally in groups – 45 minutes
Speech & Drama Classes:
Public Speaking Classes:
Leadership Course:
Interview Classes:

Focus on speaking and acting
Learn social speeches and business communication
Gain skills to become an effective leader.
Yr 12-13
Gain knowledge, strategies and confidence.
Yr 12-13

QUERIES:
Roslyn 027 248 2888
www.chatterbox.net.nz
Speech Comm. NZ Inc. Reg;
LTCL–London;
Festival of Arts Convenor
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HAVE YOU SEEN OUR MISSING BASS GUITAR?
After the Celebration of Music Concert, the School’s
Fender Squire Jazz Bass Guitar went missing. The
bass is red and the only guitar bass we have in the
school for the students to use. It is valued in the
region of $700-$800. If you know of its whereabouts
could you please contact Mrs Michelle Flint, Director
of Instrumental Music. From time to time students do
borrow instruments from the Music Department. This
may have happened and its return may have been
overlooked. Please return the bass to school as
soon as possible if you have borrowed it. To the right
is a photo of what the bass looks like. Thank you.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
This year we farewell 170 students who leave our school for the final time after the end-ofyear prizegiving. At the Leavers’ Dinner on Tuesday, 4th December, we recognised that for
many families, 2012 marks an end to their longstanding association with St Paul’s. For a
number of these families, they have had two or more of their sons/daughters attend our
School and in a number of cases, the fathers are in fact Old Collegians themselves, so their
association stretches back decades. For those families, who we are aware of, who have
eight or more years association with St Paul’s, that are leaving the School in 2012 are as
follows:
Tye Family (12 years of consecutive association):
Jessica Tye
2001 – 2002 (2 years)
Charlotte Tye
2003 – 2004 (2 years)
Sam Tye
2005 – 2009 (5 years)
Joshua Tye
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Eyers Family (14 years of association, including father as a student):
Bruce Eyers (F)
1972 – 1975 (4 years)
Ryan Eyers
2002 – 2006 (5 years)
Glenn Eyers
2007 – 2010 (4 years)
Jonathan Eyers
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Macdonell Family (14 years of association, including father as a student):
Scott Macdonell (F)
1973 – 1977 (5 years)
Marcus Macdonell
2005 – 2008 (4 years)
Theo Macdonell
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Rowland Family (10 years of consecutive association):
James Rowland
2003 – 2006 (4 years)
Steven Rowland
2005 – 2009 (5 years)
Cameron Rowland
2008 – 2012 (5 Years)
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Campbell Family (9 years of consecutive association):
Dominic Campbell
2004 – 2008 (5 years)
Remy Campbell
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
David Family (9 years of consecutive association):
Mark David
2004 – 2008 (5 years)
Luke David
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Wood Family (9 years of consecutive association):
Thomas Wood
2004 – 2007 (4 years)
Jonty Wood
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Macdonell Family (14 years of association, including father as a student):
Scott Macdonell (F)
1973 – 1977 (5 years)
Marcus Macdonell
2005 – 2008 (4 years)
Theo Macdonell
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Cowie Family (8 years of consecutive association):
Adam Cowie
2005 – 2009 (5 years)
Logan Cowie
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Gutry Family (8 years of consecutive association):
Murray Gutry (F)
House Tutor 1987 – 1988
Hayden Gutry
2005 – 2009 (5 years)
Michael Gutry
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Mistry Family (8 years of consecutive association):
Vinal Mistry
2005 – 2007 (3 years)
Jayneil Mistry
2008 – 2012 (5 years)
Master Craftsmen in the making - Senior Workwork Exhibition
in the Student Centre Foyer
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We recognise that sending even one child to St Paul’s is a huge financial commitment and
multiple siblings is a very significant family decision. We thank each and every one of the
families leaving our school, for the support they have offered and the confidence they have
shown in St Paul’s. We hope that you will keep in touch and keep us abreast of the progress
and future achievements of your sons/daughters.
To the wider St Paul’s community, 2012
has continued for most to be a financially
challenging experience. This year seems
to have been the toughest of the ongoing
recession. We hope that you have felt
that the investment you have made in
your sons/daughters education has given
you an excellent return and that we, as a
school
have
met
your
families
expectations and the hopes of your
teenager(s).
2012 has been a magnificent year for St
Paul’s; a record school roll; an excellent
set of NCEA, Cambridge and National
Scholarship results; superb productions
Tully Dickson (Year 9) has had
of Mid-Summer Nights Dream and Les
an exceptional first year if the
Misérables; and some of our best sporting
number of book prizes he is
results ever – particularly the results of our
carrying is anything to go by!
Colts Soccer, Cricket and Softball sides in
Tournament play and the consistently high
performances of our senior sports teams; and in mid-year, a very affirming report from the
Education Review Office. The feedback we received back from the recent Community
Survey was extremely positive and in various issues of the Informer in 2013, we will provide
you with a summary of the results from the different categories.
Until we meet again, it is my hope that Christ Our Lord will give us his guidance and support
in all that we do.
Have an enjoyable and safe Christmas.
G W LANDER
HEADMASTER

The 2012 St Paul’s Choir performs at the final
prizegiving
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